
Ellipsis in a
Sentence Examples

1. She gazed at the starry night, wondering...

2. The old diary held secrets...

3. The room was silent, except for the faint...

4. His smile was warm, his eyes...

5. The suspense built as the door creaked...

6. The room was dimly lit, shadows dancing...

7. The conversation flowed effortlessly, ideas exchanging...

8. The world outside was bustling, people passing...

9. The painting was a masterpiece, colors blending...

10. The city came alive at night, lights illuminating...

11. The clock ticked away, time slipping...

12. The moon rose in the sky, a silver glow...

13. The room was cozy, the fire crackling...

14. The river wound through the valley, waters glistening...

15. The laughter echoed in the distance, happiness resonating...

16. The story was captivating, characters evolving...

17. The garden was in full bloom, petals unfurling...

18. The music played softly, emotions stirring...

19. The path stretched before them, possibilities endless...

20.The room was hushed, anticipation building...

21. The sun set behind the hills, colors fading...

22.The wind whispered through the trees, nature's voice...

23.The sky was a canvas, colors melding...

24.The fire danced, flames flickering...



25.The question lingered, curiosity piqued...

26.The journey was an adventure, challenges met...

27. The book held a world, pages turning...

28.The forest was alive with sounds, nature's orchestra...

29.The stars twinkled above, points of light...

30.The city was vast, streets winding...

31. The music filled the room, emotions evoked...

32.The door opened slowly, revealing the unknown...

33.The room was filled with joy, celebrations continuing...

34.The lake was tranquil, reflections undisturbed...

35. The sky darkened, storm clouds gathering...

36.The night was peaceful, the world at rest...

37. The painting was a masterpiece, strokes deliberate...

38.The garden bloomed with life, colors vibrant...

39.The journey was a challenge, the reward great...

40.The letters flowed from her pen, emotions pouring...

41. The room was filled with laughter, friends reuniting...

42.The sun dipped below the horizon, colors changing...

43.The leaves rustled, a gentle whisper...

44.The city skyline was aglow, lights shimmering...

45.The story was poignant, emotions raw...

46.The sky cleared, a sea of blue...

47. The forest path was inviting, nature beckoning...

48.The music played on, a melody soothing...

49.The river's current was swift, waters rushing...

50.The clock ticked away, marking time...

51. The room was still, a moment frozen...

52.The conversation flowed naturally, ideas intertwining...

53. The world outside was chaotic, life bustling...

54.The leaves rustled in the breeze, nature's song...

55. The room was quiet, a profound silence...



56.The forest was dense, the trees...

57. The music played softly, setting the mood...

58.Their whispers filled the room, secrets shared...

59. In the quiet of the library, she read...

60.The rain fell gently, refreshing the earth...

61. The clock struck midnight, marking the end...

62.The waves crashed on the shore, a soothing rhythm...

63.The city skyline sparkled at night, a sight...

64.The letter was heartfelt, the words carefully chosen...

65.The sun dipped below the horizon, painting the sky...

66.The journey was long, the destination...

67. She took a deep breath, closed her eyes...

68.The laughter echoed in the park, children playing...

69.His voice was soft, his message clear...

70.The story was captivating, the ending unexpected...

71. The door opened slowly, revealing...

72. The wind whispered through the trees, a gentle reminder...

73. The conversation continued for hours, topics shifting...

74. The forest path was unknown, the adventure...

75. The fire crackled, casting a warm glow...

76. The stars shone brightly, distant and mysterious...

77. The dance was elegant, the music enchanting...

78.The room was empty, the memories...

79. The sky darkened, a storm approaching...

80.The night was silent, the world at rest...

81. The painting was abstract, colors blending...

82.The garden bloomed with flowers, a burst of color...

83.The question remained unanswered, curiosity growing...

84.The journey was challenging, the determination unwavering...

85.The book held a world of stories, waiting to be explored...

86.The sky cleared, revealing a blanket of stars...



87.The fog rolled in, obscuring the view...

88.The path was uncertain, the traveler undeterred...

89.The melody played softly, memories flooding...

90.The letter was heartfelt, emotions laid bare...

91. The room was full of laughter, friends gathered...

92.The lake was calm, the reflections serene...

93.The clock struck noon, marking the midpoint...

94.The music played on, a timeless melody...

95.The sky brightened with dawn, a new day...

96.The forest rustled with life, creatures stirring...

97. The story was complex, characters evolving...

98.The sky was overcast, a storm brewing...

99.The leaves rustled in the breeze, nature's lullaby...

100. The city bustled with activity, a vibrant pulse...
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